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ABSTRACT
The large area filtered arc deposition (LAFAD) process is characterized for deposition of various metal, ceramic and cermet coatings having different architectures: from monolithic ceramic to nano-microlaminated, nanolayered and sub-stoichiometric coatings. Duplex processes, consisting of a bottom ionitrided segment followed by coating layers, have been tested for application in forming tools, dies and molds. The barrier properties of LAFAD coatings are mostly due to its nearly defect-free morphology and smoothness as it was demonstrated in die casting die applications and in the application of protective coatings for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) metallic interconnects, operating in oxidizing environment at 800°C. Ultra-thick ceramic and cermet coatings with thicknesses ranging from 30 to 120 µm have been deposited by one unidirectional dual arc LAFAD vapor plasma source onto substrates installed on a rotating turntable 0.5 m in diameter in an industrial coating system with deposition rates exceeding 5 µm/hr. The operating pressure range of the LAFAD process allows it to be used in plasma-assisted hybrid technologies with conventional magnetron sputtering and electron beam evaporation processes. The industrial applications of LAFAD wear and corrosion resistant coatings; their performance in different applications; and a commercialization strategy for LAFAD technology will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The contemporary surface engineering technology has reached the ability to grow layered structures in a controlled way, leading ultimately to a new generation of electronic and optical devices, cutting and forming tools operating at higher speeds, protecting the turbomachinery components against erosion and corrosion in a harsh environment, widening the horizons of new energy related applications from fuel cells to power stations, to automotive and aircraft components operating at high contact stress, among many others. In order to meet requirements for coatings operating in extreme conditions such as high contact stress, hostile environments, high temperatures and vibration, coating properties such as adhesion and cohesion toughness, fracture resistance, corrosion and high temperature oxidation resistance must be improved compared to the present state-of-the-art coatings.

It is well established that assistance of the coating deposition process with bombardment by energetic particles, especially energetic metal ions, can dramatically improve coatings by densifying the depositing materials, reducing the grain size and reducing or completely eliminating the growth defects. It is also a mechanism for improving coating adhesion and cohesion toughness by mixing the substrate atoms with the atoms of the depositing coating, or mixing the atoms of the neighbor sublayers in laminated coating architectures by ion-bombardment assisted deposition processes. In coating processes assisted with ion bombardment, the surface layer is affected by a high rate of bombardment by energetic ions, which affects the mobility of depositing metal vapor atoms and in many cases creates metastable structures with unique functional properties. In addition, the ion bombardment of the coating surface influences gas adsorption behavior by increasing the sticking coefficient of gases such as nitrogen and changing the nature of adsorption sites from lower energy physisorption sites to higher energy chemisorption sites. This approach is especially productive in deposition of nanostructured nanocomposite coatings with ultrafine or glass-like amorphous structure. The ion-to-atoms arrival ratio represents one of the most important characteristics of such processes. It is essential that this ratio is calculated at the atom
deposition spot. If ion bombardment is provided in a different location of the coating chamber or even at the distant spot and at different times from the atom condensation site, this cannot be considered as ion assisted deposition but rather as a post deposition ion treatment. The reason for this is that the time during which the adatom is fully accommodated to the surface lattice is less than $10^{-13}$ s (the accommodation time), which requires almost immediate ion bombardment assistance at the atom condensation spot.

IONIZED VAPOR DEPOSITION TECHNOLOGIES

Conventional physical vapor deposition (PVD) sources, such as electron beam evaporator (EBPVD) and direct current magnetron sputtering (DCMS) sources can provide high deposition rates, but low energy of the metal vapor atoms results in low density, poor adhesion, poor structure and morphology of the coatings with high concentration of growth defects $^{1,2,4,26,27,58}$. In the ion-beam assisted deposition (IBAD) process the flow of condensing metal vapor atoms is assisting concurrently by gaseous ion beam created by a separate ion beam source, such as Kauffman type gridded source or end-Hall griddles source as shown schematically in Figure 1. IBAD processes can provide gaseous ion bombardment assistance; however are not capable of providing metal ion bombardment assistance and are not capable of assisting in the deposition of conformal coatings on components with complex shapes $^8$. The advanced plasma enhanced magnetron sputtering (PEMS) process, schematically shown in Figure 2 uses a distant thermionic or hollow cathode for ionizing gaseous environment in magnetron sputtering deposition process. In this process the deposition of sputtered metal atoms is assisted by concurrent ion bombardment from ionized gaseous plasma environment but the metal sputtering flow is mostly non-ionized as in the conventional DCMS process $^9,56$. The recently developed high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) process uses high power pulses applied to the magnetron target which results in increased electron emission, and consequently increases the ionization rate of the metal sputtering flow $^7$. This process has
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**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of IBAD coating process.

**Figure 2.** Schematic of plasma enhanced magnetron sputtering (PEMS).
technology, it can adversely affect the sputtering rate which is found three to five times lower than that of the conventional DCMS process.

LAFAD AND HYBRID SURFACE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

The vacuum arc discharge plasma has been used successfully in the last two decades for the deposition of hard coatings for cutting tools and machine parts. In a direct cathodic arc deposition (DCAD) process the highly ionized metal vapor plasma is generated by direct cathodic arc sources (DCAS) in a form of a vapor plasma jet flowing from the cathodic arc spots, which transfers coating material from the target to the substrate surface. A significant disadvantage of this method is the formation of droplets, also known as macro-particles, in the cathodic arc jets, which limit the application of the process to surface coatings that do not require high precision or surface finish. These particles also deleteriously influence critical properties of the coatings as shown illustratively in Figure 3. For instance in the case of TiN coating on cutting tools, the presence of titanium particles in the coating compromises the hardness and wear resistance of the coating.

One of the first macroparticle filters had a quarter-torus cylindrical electromagnetic plasma guide, and was based on the torus-type plasma traps design, which was developed for the controlled nuclear fusion apparatus such as the Stellarator and the Tokamak. The filter removed the macro-particles, but could operate only with small cathode targets and could not be scaled up due to the difficulty of scaling up the cylindrical magnetic coils. The main obstacle to using conventional filtered cathodic arc deposition (FCAD) technology is the low productivity of this process, which restricts its usage to semiconductors, optical coatings and some ultra-thin hard coatings used in bio-medical and tribological applications. On the other hand, LAFAD technology overcomes these limitations by providing a highly productive, robust, industry-friendly process which combines the high productivity rate of conventional DCAD and magnetron technologies, with the capability of generating a nearly 100% ionized metal-gaseous vapor plasma with large kinetic energy and with no macro-particles, droplets, multi-atom clusters and other contaminants. The unidirectional dual arc LAFAD vapor plasma sources can be used as an alternative to conventional DCAD and magnetron based processes when the high productivity and uniformity needed for most industrial applications must be accompanied by the high ionization and high kinetic energy of atomically clean vapor plasma. Since the LAFAD plasma source operating pressure regimes are overlapping with most of the conventional vacuum vapor deposition technologies such as magnetron sputtering (MS), electron beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD), thermal evaporation, and plasma assisted chemical vapor deposition (PACVD), it can be used in hybrid processes combining its high deposition and high ionization rates in conjunction with conventional PVD and low pressure PACVD processes as demonstrated from the referenced literature.
The hybrid filtered arc plasma source ion deposition (FAPSID) surface engineering system combining LAFAD process with ion nitriding, ion implantation and conventional PVD and low pressure PACVD processes is shown schematically in Figure 4. The FAPSID system employs two unidirectional LAFAD dual filtered cathodic arc sources, two unbalanced magnetrons, as well as, electron beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD) and thermal evaporation sources in one universal vacuum chamber layout. The LAFAD plasma source magnetic deflecting system allows bending of the metal vapor plasma jets at 90° toward substrates to be coated, which yields 100% ionized metal vapor plasma flow at the LAFAD source exit and more than 50% ionized gaseous plasma in the coating chamber. Using a vertical rastering magnetic field allows obtaining uniform coating thickness distribution over large deposition areas suitable for industrial PVD coating systems. When the magnetic deflecting subsystem is turned off the LAFAD source can be used in a gas ionization mode as a powerful electron emitter. In this mode the auxiliary arc discharge is ignited between the primary cathodes of the LAFAD source and an auxiliary anode located in the coating chamber as schematically illustrated in Figure 4. Multi-segment coating architecture utilizing segments deposited by LAFAD source followed by segments deposited by other PVD or low pressure PACVD sources, can be deposited by hybrid coating systems similar to that shown in Figure 4. Alternatively, nanocomposite multi-phase, multielemental coatings can be deposited by concurrently using LAFAD with other sources such as unbalanced magnetron (UBM), EBPVD or low pressure PACVD sources.

LAFAD-ASSISTED PROCESSES AND APPLICATIONS

Various metal, ceramic and cermet coatings of different architectures where deposited by LAFAD process for different applications. Initially the efforts were directed toward development of hard ceramic coatings and superhard DLCs over large size machine parts or by processing of large number of small components in a fully loaded industrial scale coating chambers. The typical LAFAD process for deposition of monolithic (single layer) titanium nitride ceramic coatings includes pre-heating the components to be coated to 300-400°C depending on type of substrate material. The pre-heating stage is conducting in argon at the pressure ranging from 0.1 to 1 mtorr. The pre-heating stage is followed by ion cleaning stage. At this stage the dense argon auxiliary arc plasma discharge is established between cathode targets of the two primary direct cathodic arc sources (DCAS) of the LAFAD plasma source and auxiliary anode disposed in a coating chamber. After ion cleaning the high voltage metal ion etching stage is commenced for a duration of 2 to 5 min at argon pressure below 0.1 mtorr. During this stage the substrates to be coated are subjected to intense metal ion bombardment from filtered metal vapor plasma. The substrate bias during the metal ion etching stage is typically setup at 1000 volts resulting in acceleration of metal ions across the plasma sheath to kinetic energies ranging from 1 keV for 1+ metal ions to 4 keV for 4+ metal ions. The high voltage metal etching treatment results in formation of ultra-thin surface layer enriched with coating-forming atoms which dramatically increases the adhesion strength at the coating-to-substrate interface. Note that unfiltered DCAS does not provide sufficient improvement of the adhesion toughness because macroparticles deposited by direct cathodic arc process do not have good adhesive bonding to the substrate. In a conventional magnetron sputtering process this stage cannot be provided because of very low ion-to metal atoms arrival ratio in a magnetron sputtering process. The ion-to-
atom arrival ratio in HIPIMS process may exceed 30% which makes this process capable of providing high voltage metal ion etching stage; however, the LAFAD process still has an advantage of being capable of generating 100% ionized metal vapor plasma which is beneficial for metal ion etching. After ion etching, the bias voltage is reduced and the coating deposition process is performed in a reactive gaseous plasma atmosphere. The substrate bias in LAFAD processing of hard ceramic coatings typically ranging from 40 to 100 volts, in most cases does not exceed 40 volts to reduce the substrate temperature, during coating deposition stage, and intrinsic stresses in the coatings. The comparison of conventional TiAlN monolithic coating deposited by DCAD process vs. LAFAD TiAlN coating is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the LAFAD coating provides virtually no surface defects while coating deposited by the DCAD process has a large macroparticles density, microdelaminations and pin-holes, which is especially important in such applications as corrosion resistant coatings, diffusion barrier layers and high temperature oxidation resistant coatings\(^{1,2,4,14,24,25,35,41,59,60}\).

Vacuum cathodic arc evaporation process does not require additional gaseous atmosphere in a vacuum chamber for sustainable operation of vacuum cathodic arc sources\(^{1,2,4,27,58}\). The LAFAD process of deposition the hydrogen-free carbon diamond-like carbon coatings (DLC) is performed without adding any plasma carrier gases such as argon\(^{1,2,16}\). The continuous carbon vacuum arc is operating at vacuum better than 10\(^{-5}\) torr in a self-generated carbon vapor as a plasma carrier gas. The thermal management of substrates during deposition of DLCs has to be able to remove large thermal flux conveyed to the substrates from the carbon plasma stream\(^{1,16}\). The energy of carbon ions bombarding the surface of the growing coating cannot exceed 150 eV. Both overheating and ion bombardment by high energy ions can destroy the diamond-like structure and graphitize the coating\(^{1,4,15,16-20}\). The HRTEM of 6 µm thick DLC deposited on water-cooled aluminum disk substrate by the LAFAD process\(^{16}\) is shown in Figure 6. A relatively thick intermediate zone consisting of a mixture of aluminum-carbon atoms can be seen at the carbon DLC-aluminum substrate interface. The formation of this zone is a result of mixing carbon and aluminum atoms under conditions of condensation with intense ion bombardment\(^{16,57}\). The hardness of this coating exceeds 70 GPa as illustrated by hardness measurement curves in Figure 7. This hardness is comparable to the
hardness of synthetic diamonds. The filtered arc DLCs also have exceptional corrosion resistance owed by their dense and pin-hole free morphology and chemical inertness\textsuperscript{1,67}. The surface displacement-loading curve in nano-hardness indentation has demonstrated almost full recovery which shows high elasticity of hydrogen-free DLCs deposited by the LAFAD process\textsuperscript{16}. Different morphology and structure of DLC coatings, deposited by the LAFAD, can be achieved by varying the processing parameters such as substrate bias and currents of the primary DCAD sources. Characterization of LAFAD DLCs of different morphologies resulted in a wide variety of functional properties vs. LAFAD process parameters are discussed in details in\textsuperscript{1,15-20}. The many applications of LAFAD DLC coatings include medical and dental instruments, cutting and forming tools, machine parts, magnetic media and optical coatings among others.

LAFAD process is capable of depositing coatings with multi-elemental compositions and with complex coating architectures. The multilayer metal-ceramic coatings can be deposited by periodically changing the gaseous plasma atmosphere. For instance, multilayer Ti/TiN coating with Ti metallic sublayers having a thickness \(~50\) nm followed by TiN ceramic sublayers having a thickness \(~500\) nm is shown in Figure 8. This coating is deposited by LAFAD process when nitrogen is added to argon every 20 minutes for deposition of TiN sublayer while during 5 minutes between depositions of nitride sublayers the metallic titanium sublayers are deposited in pure argon gas atmosphere\textsuperscript{23,24,36}. When targets made of different metals are installed in the primary cathodic arc sources of LAFAD plasma source the nanolayered ceramic coating can be deposited by periodically exposing the rotating substrates to the metal
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**Figure 7.** Nanohardness measurement of DLC film shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 8.** CAILO-test wear-scar image of multilayer Ti/TiN coating deposited by LAFAD process.

**Figure 9.** Nanolaminated CrN/CrAlN coating deposited by LAFAD source with primary DCAD sources equipped with Al and Cr targets: a-coating design; b- HRTEM of the coating cross-section; c- \(~1\) nm size crystals incorporated in nanolaminated coating sublayers.
plasma generating by two opposite DCAD sources. Figure 9 shows CrAlN nano-structured coating complex architecture as deposited by LAFAD process\textsuperscript{35,40}. This coating consists of CrN sublayers followed by CrN/AlN superlattice segments. CrN sublayers were deposited when only one primary DCAS, with a chrome target, was working while the opposite DCAS, with aluminum target, was shut off. The CrN/AlN nano-multilayer segments were deposited when rotating substrates were exposed, in turn, to both Cr and Al vapor plasma flows generated by a LAFAD unidirectional source with opposite primary DCAS equipped with chromium and aluminum targets. Thickness of each individual sublayers in CrN-AlN nano-multilayer segments ranged from 3 to 5 nm while nitride nano-crystals in the CrN-AlN nano-multilayer segments did not exceed 1 nm.

Ultra-fine grains and almost defectless morphology of LAFAD ceramic coatings are in many cases result in an increase of hardness and elastic modulus while at the same time having increased internal stress and decreased toughness typical for hard ceramic coatings\textsuperscript{33,52}. Both chemical composition and coating architecture have been used to optimize the mechanical properties of LAFAD hard coatings. The increase in the Ti layer thickness results in a decrease in the internal stress in both the TiN and Ti layers, and an increase in the grain size and crystallinity of both TiN and Ti phases\textsuperscript{52}. Adding Si to TiN coating by using a composite Ti-Si targets for primary DCAD sources of the LAFAD plasma source allows deposition of multiphase coatings consisting of TiN, Si\textsubscript{3}N\textsubscript{4} and TiS\textsubscript{2} phases and control of intrinsic stress, grain size and other mechanical properties of the coatings\textsuperscript{53,54}. It was found that by adding Si into TiN coatings reduces the grain size significantly from 16.9 to 5.8 nm, changes the orientation from (111) to (220) preferred orientation, and increases the hardness and Young's modulus from 33 and 376 GPa to 51 and 449 GPa, respectively. XPS and XRD results show that the Si/Ti atomic ratio in the coatings is 0.17 and the deposited TiSiN coatings consist of nanosized TiN grains encapsulated by amorphous Si\textsubscript{3}N\textsubscript{4} layer, corresponding to the superhardness of the TiSiN coatings. The high plasma density, ion energy, and ion reactivity of the filtered cathodic arc plasma contribute to the formation of the nanocomposite TiSiN coatings at low temperature and low N\textsubscript{2} partial pressure as it does in PEMS process\textsuperscript{9,53,54,56}.

TiN coating properties can be also controlled by varying nitrogen content\textsuperscript{55}. The mechanical properties of sub-stoichiometric TiN coatings deposited by LAFAD process with different
Multilayer TiCr/TiCrN wear and corrosion resistant coating deposited by LAFAD process. The results of salt fog simulated corrosion testing of M50 steel with 6 μm LAFAD TiCrN/Ti coatings have demonstrated almost a complete elimination of pitting corrosion, as can be seen in Figure 12. Further improvement was achieved by using a 2-segment TiCrN/Ti+TiBCN coating deposited by a hybrid LAFAD+UBM process. The hybrid FAPSID surface engineering system configuration is capable of depositing LAFAD+UBM coatings with modulated concentrations of one or more components by using LAFAD source in a magnetic shuttering mode. In this mode the deflecting magnetic field is activated and de-activated with repetition frequency ranging from 0.1 to 10 Hz and with a controlled duty cycle. When the deflecting magnetic field is ON, the TiBC coating is deposited by a hybrid LAFAD+UBM process. When deflecting magnetic field is OFF only B₄C sublayer is depositing by UBM source which operates continuously. The HRTEM cross-sectional image of modulated TiBC coating is shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the bi-layer period in this coating does not exceed 4 nm. The hardness and elastic modulus of TiBC coating deposited by the hybrid nitrogen flowrate are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that hardness and elastic modulus increased with the increase of nitrogen flowrate reaching the maximum in stoichiometric coating composition. In a contrast, the H/E ratio associated with coating toughness reached the maximum in under-stoichiometric coating composition. Multilayer TiCrN/TiCr cermet coatings deposited by the LAFAD process have demonstrated a superior corrosion resistance along with low stresses, exceptionally good adhesion and high toughness. The cross-section of this coating, having Ti50Cr12N38 composition, is shown in Figure 11. The hybrid FAPSID surface engineering system configuration is capable of depositing LAFAD+UBM coatings with modulated concentrations of one or more components by using LAFAD source in a magnetic shuttering mode. In this mode the deflecting magnetic field is activated and de-activated with repetition frequency ranging from 0.1 to 10 Hz and with a controlled duty cycle. When the deflecting magnetic field is ON, the TiBC coating is deposited by a hybrid LAFAD+UBM process. When deflecting magnetic field is OFF only B₄C sublayer is depositing by UBM source which operates continuously. The HRTEM cross-sectional image of modulated TiBC coating is shown in Figure 13.
LAFAD+UBM process in a magnetic shuttering mode depends on the modulating period of Ti-enriched sublayer and Ti concentration in a coating achieving superhard properties with hardness of about 45 GPa at optimized titanium content\textsuperscript{47}.

The same type of the coating also demonstrated extremely high wear and corrosion resistance in hot perfluoropolyalkylether (PFPAE) corrosion under high load rolling conditions establishing dramatic differences between TiBC coating configurations performance and uncoated Pyrowear 675 samples\textsuperscript{28,44,47}. Initial tests were conducted for 2 h at standard test conditions with repeated results, as shown in Figure 14. Testing durations of 2 h demonstrated relatively large, 4–8 μm deep, plastic wear track deformations occurring in the uncoated sample in comparison to the coated samples, which showed only polishing of coating in the form of a local reduction in the coating surface roughness. The multi-phase nanostructured TiBC(N) layer deposited by hybrid LAFAD+UBM process have also demonstrated improved wear resistance in high load contact sliding condition which was attributed to combination of low friction and high adhesion toughness of these coatings\textsuperscript{28,44,47}.

The hybrid LAFAD+UBM surface engineering system was used for deposition of both nano-composite and two-segment coatings for cutting tools. The two-segment hard-soft coatings deposited by the LAFAD+MS process, consisted of the first segment hard ceramic coating deposited by the LAFAD source followed by soft, low friction segment deposited by magnetron sputtering deposition process\textsuperscript{1,4,58,65,66}. The hard bottom segment was made of TiN, TiAlN, TiC, CrN or TiCN. These ceramic coatings deposited by LAFAD process both multilayers similar to that shown in Figure 8 and monolithic ceramic layers have hardness ranging from 20 to 40 GPa. Various materials were deposited by magnetron sputtering as a top soft low friction coating segment: WS\textsubscript{2}, MoS\textsubscript{2} and soft carbon coating\textsuperscript{65}. The WS\textsubscript{2} coatings were also deposited by cathodic arc evaporation of tungsten in Ar+H\textsubscript{2}S reactive gas atmosphere. The results of testing different cutting tools with 2-segment hard-soft coating have demonstrated increased wear resistance and durability of these tools compared to cutting tools having only hard wear resistant coating\textsuperscript{65}.

Further improvement of the hard-soft coatings for cutting tools was achieved by using nanocomposite coating systems, employing a soft phase incorporated into the hard phase during LAFAD and a hybrid LAFAD+MS deposition processes\textsuperscript{65}. The following nanocomposite mixed hard-soft coatings were deposited and tested for their performance in cutting tools applications: TiC+C, TiN+Ag and TiN+MoS\textsubscript{2}. The TiN+MoS\textsubscript{2} coatings were deposited both by co-deposition of TiN and MoS\textsubscript{2} during simultaneous operation of LAFAD source with titanium primary arc targets and MoS\textsubscript{2} by magnetron sputtering respectfully. It was also deposited by operating of cathodic arc sources with Ti and MoS\textsubscript{2} targets. TiC+C coatings were deposited by LAFAD process using Ar+CH\textsubscript{4} as a reactive gas atmosphere. The mixed TiN+Ag hard-soft coatings were deposited by cathodic arc evaporation of
segmented Ti+Ag primary cathodic arc targets of the LAFAD plasma source. In addition, a nanocomposite MoN+Cu coating was deposited by co-evaporation of Mo and Cu primary cathodic arc targets installed in opposite sides of the LAFAD plasma source in nitrogen reactive gas atmosphere. This coating becomes lubricous when undergoes oxidation at high temperatures during cutting\(^6\). Again, considerable improvement in the tool life was demonstrated.

The hybrid LAFAD assisted processes were also used for development of the carbon and boron contained coatings, which were deposited by LAFAD+MS process for cutting tools applications\(^6\). In these processes titanium and carbon cathodes were used to generate arc plasma. Boron and titanium diboride cathodes were used in the magnetron sources to produce boron containing coatings. The substrates were mounted on a variable speed rotary (two-axis) substrate holder that can be biased to a desired voltage using either a DC or RF power. These coatings have demonstrated improved hardness ranging from 34 GPa to superhard coatings of 65 GPa. The superhard TiBN single layer coating have demonstrated outstanding performance in high speed end milling of hardened tool steels (H-13). It has demonstrated a tool life increase of exceeding 800% over uncoated WC/Co and 25% higher than the second best candidate: multilayer TiBN/TiN\(^6\).

Multi-component LAFAD coatings have demonstrated superior high temperature corrosion and oxidation resistance in a chemically aggressive environment, which makes LAFAD and hybrid LAFAD+UBM and LAFAD+EBPVD processes technologies of choice for wide variety of industrial applications. Duplex coatings consisting of ionitrided layer followed by Ti/TiN/TiCN/TiBNC multilayer, multi-elemental, coatings have demonstrated superior high temperature corrosion resistance in a contact with molten Al-16% Si alloy environment simulating aluminum foundry process using steel made die casting dies\(^23-25\). The results of weight loss experiments from the erosion-corrosion test in molten aluminum alloy, shown in Figure 15, demonstrate superior performance of LAFAD coating vs. other coatings and surface treatments. The plot is normalized with respect to the weight loss of an uncoated H-13 pin, by assigning this a value of 100, and the results are plotted on a logarithmic scale. Lower weight loss indicates a better performance. The multilayer coatings show a weight loss which is nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the uncoated H-13 pin. It was also demonstrated that multilayer coatings deposited by LAFAD process show minimum ejection forces and thus the minimum adhesion tendency\(^23-25\).

Another example of using LAFAD ceramic coatings for high temperature oxidation resistance applications are coatings for the SOFC interconnects (SOFC IC) made of inexpensive ferritic stainless steels\(^42,45\). Near defectless morphology and dense structure of LAFAD coatings resulted in their ability to inhibit high temperature oxidation by eliminating

![Figure 15. Performance of TiN, TIBN, and TICN multilayer coatings deposited by the filtered-arc method, in a simulated pressure die-casting erosion-corrosion environment, as compared to other commercial coatings: duplex ML1- ionitriding+TiBCN/TiN multilayer (LAFAD); duplex ML2- ionitriding+TiN/TiCN multilayer (LAFAD); duplex ML3- ionitriding+Ti/TiN multilayer (LAFAD); CA-CrN, direct cathodic arc deposition; VC- Toyota-diffusion process; IP-CrN, ion-plated CrN; MS-B4C, magnetron-sputtered B4C; and IP-CrC, ion-plated CrC.](image-url)
pin holes, voids and porosity as well as reducing the inward/outward mobility of cations/anions. The multielemental oxi-ceramic coatings of CoMnTiCrAlY system deposited on ferritic steel plates by the LAFAD process have demonstrated its ability to slow the growth of thermally grown oxide scale (TGO) while securing high electrical conductivity and almost completely blocking the chrome outward diffusion, which is poisoning the SOFC cathode. Two-segment coatings were deposited by LAFAD and hybrid LAFAD+EBPVD processes. The bottom segment consists of TiCrAlO layer deposited by LAFAD source with primary DCAD sources equipped with multi-elemental TiCrAlY targets. The elemental composition of TiCrAlO coating deposited in this process is replicating the cathode target elemental composition with high accuracy. The LAFAD oxi-ceramic coatings, having excellent diffusion barrier properties, were used as the bottom segment of a two-segment coating architecture with a CoMnO top segment deposited by a hybrid LAFAD+EBPVD coating deposition process in the FAPSID surface engineering system. The diffusion barrier performance of this dual-segment coating is illustrated in Figure 16. It can be seen that even a 0.3 μm bottom TiCrAlO adhesive and diffusion barrier segment provides excellent oxidation protective properties, inhibiting the TGO growth after 1500 hrs of oxidation. In a further development the nanocomposite coating of (Co,Mn)TiCrAlY system were deposited on ferritic steel substrates by the LAFAD process using primary DCAS targets made of composite (Co,Mn)TiCrAlY alloy. Excellent diffusion barrier properties of LAFAD coatings were also used in deposition of alumina interlayer between bondcoat and top ceramic coating of the TBC system for turbine blade applications. The LAFAD defectless alumina layer having very low oxygen diffusivity was used to slow the formation of TGO scale on bondcoat–to-topcoat interface and demonstrated improvement in stability of TBC against buckling in thermal cycling testing.

The LAFAD multilayer metal-ceramic coatings similar to that shown in Figure 8 are currently applied for the mass production of dental instruments such as handle and ultra-sonic scalers and curettes. Thickness of these coatings deposited on high chromium stainless steel ranged from 2 to 5 microns. This LAFAD process allows to retain the sharpness of the instruments as the radius of curvature at the cutting edge does not exceed coating thickness, which is critically important for this application. The intrinsic stresses and hardness of these coatings is controlled via the ratio of titanium metallic sublayer thickness to ceramic TiN sublayer thickness in these multilayer coatings. The hardness of this coating ranges from 25 to 35 GPa, which allows multiple usage of scalers in periodontal dental operations without re-sharpening. On the other hand, uncoated instruments require re-sharpening after its use for each patient. The absence of macroparticle inclusions and ultra-fine coating morphology are also adding exceptional abrasion resistance which was demonstrated by subjecting dental instruments to vibratory treatment in a contact abrasion media.

Figure 16. SEM/EDS cross sections of dual segment coating before and after oxidation in 800°C air. Top left: 3.0 μm CrAlYO + 1 μm MnCoO: no chromia TGO scale growth showing no substantial change in coating structure after high temperature exposure. Top right: 0.3 μm CrAlYO + 1 μm MnCoO: still no chromia TGO scale growth and no substantial change in coating structure after high temperature exposure.
ULTRA-THICK COATINGS AND EFFICIENCY OF LAFAD PROCESS

A record high metal vapor plasma transport efficiency of unidirectional LAFAD source allows deposition of ultra-thick ceramic and cermet coatings of different architectures and compositions as erosion and abrasion wear protection and corrosion resistance coatings for components operating in extreme conditions such as aircraft parts (compressor blades and helicopter rotor blades) and mining tools. The thickness of TiN based coatings deposited by one unidirectional LAFAD source on substrates installed in 0.5 m diameter rotary table with single rotation (one side coating) ranged from 20 to 60 µm with deposition rate exceeding 5 µm/hr. In addition, two-segment coatings utilizing either monolithic I,J coatings or multilayer G coating as a bottom segment interfacing the substrate and nano-multilayer K1 top coating segment were also produced. The cross-section of a two-segment GK1 coating, deposited during two consecutive coating runs is shown in Figure 17. The bottom microlaminated 10-layer G-coating bottom segment was deposited during 10 hrs deposition run with 15 min deposition of metallic titanium sublayers in argon, followed by 45 min deposition of TiN sublayers in nitrogen reactive gas atmosphere. The top nano-microlaminated 40-layer K1-coating segment was deposited during 11 hrs run with 2 min deposition of metallic titanium sublayers in argon followed by 13 min deposition of TiN sublayers in nitrogen as a reactive gas atmosphere. Good mechanical stability and low stresses in ultra-thick TiN base coatings may be explained by the role of thickness-dependent gradients of point defect density.

The current of the primary titanium cathode targets during deposition of G and K1 coatings was 200 amperes resulting in large melting areas surrounding the cathodic arc spots. The maximum deposition rates of LAFAD process has been achieved when the target surface reaches melting temperature in the large area surrounding cathodic arc spots. This condition is achieved during deposition of G and K coatings as can be seen from the Figure 18 photograph depicting the surface of a titanium cathode target exposed to 200 amperes arc current during the deposition of G coating as seen from the titanium target surface. The deposition rates of G and K1 coatings deposited by LAFAD process with 200 amperes of the primary DCAS current vs. process time in comparison with deposition rate of TiN based coating deposited at lower cathode current of 140 amperes are shown in Figure 19. It can be seen that the deposition rate of TiN coating reaches 10 µm/hr at the beginning of LAFAD deposition process at 200 amperes of primary DCAS sources when the target surface temperature reaches its maximum value near the melting temperature of titanium in areas close to the cathodic arc spots. This deposition rate is almost three times greater than deposition rate of

Figure 17. Two-segments nano-microlaminated ultra-thick Ti/TiN coating deposited by LAFAD process.

Figure 18. Surface of titanium cathodic arc target subjected to arc evaporation process with 200 amperes arc current.
the TiN coating deposited by a LAFAD source with 140 amperes of the primary DCAS currents. The deposition rate is reduced when the water cooled targets get thinner, resulting in improved water cooling efficiency and reduced integral temperature of the target surface. The uniformity of the coating thickness distribution during deposition of ultra-thick TiN based coatings, with vertical magnetic rastering, is about +/-15% over 12 inches tall coating area and without magnetic rastering, over 6 inches tall deposition area. Using this data the ion current transmission rate in LAFAD process can be calculated. Assuming the value of the average titanium ion charge as $<z_{Ti}>=2.2^4$, the maximum coating deposition rate of 10 µm/hr, and a coating area of 500 cm diameter × 15 cm tall as in G- and K-coating processes, the ion current transmitted from two primary DCAD sources of LAFAD plasma source can be estimated at 16 amperes which corresponds to 4% of the total ion current generated by two DCAS with 200 amperes arc current each. Taking into account that maximum ion current generating in vacuum cathodic arc process is less than 8% of the total arc current it can be seen that LAFAD process is capable of transporting more than a half of the total ion current generating by primary vacuum arc sources toward substrates to be coated along the curvilinear deflecting magnetic field. In contrast, the conventional filtered arc deposition processes have efficiency of ion current transmission less than 1%. Plasma transport efficiency of the LAFAD process is at least equal or, for many types of commercially available DCAD sources, exceeds the ion transport efficiency of the unfiltered direct arc deposition process. High efficiency of vapor plasma transport in LAFAD process can be explained by concave topology of the deflecting magnetic field of unidirectional dual arc LAFAD plasma source. It is known that diffusion losses are minimal when plasma is confined in concave magnetic field, while plasma diffusion across magnetic force lines is maximal when plasma is confined in convex magnetic field. On the other hand, much greater diffusion losses of vapor plasma were found in a straight vacuum arc column configuration where the arc was confined in an axi-symmetrical longitudinal magnetic field.

Ultra-thick ceramic and cermet coatings deposited by the LAFAD process possess relatively high hardness ranging from 18 GPa for laminated coatings to 35 GPa for monolithic coatings. The high hardness of LAFAD coatings was combined with high fracture resistance, making these coatings capable of erosion protection of turbomachinery components such as compressor blades of turbine engines and protectors for helicopter rotorblades, as well as in abrasive wear applications such as mining and road rehabilitation tools. The laminated architecture is a well known approach to increase toughness of ceramics, cermets and composites. It was found that crack trajectories in ultra-thick
laminated Me/MeN LAFAD coatings that have a relatively thick metallic interlayers are predominantly lateral, arrested in ceramic sublayers, while restricted by two neighboring metallic sublayers; however, in monolithic ceramic coatings the crack pattern is random\textsuperscript{51}. Even better fracture resistance can be obtained by using sub-stoichiometric coatings, as illustrated in Figure 20, showing the cross-section of Rockwell 145 kg load indentation of L coating made of TiAl/TiAlN multilayer vs. sub-stoichiometric TiN coating\textsuperscript{51}. It can be seen that density of cracks developed in a central area of indentation subjected to high compressive stress in sub-stoichiometric coating having hardness of about 25 GPa is much smaller than that of laminated stoichiometric L coating (TiAl/TiAlN multilayer) having about the same hardness and thickness. The combination of high hardness and good fracture resistance in LAFAD ultra-thick ceramic coatings resulted in high erosion resistance. The LAFAD TiN and TiAlN-based ceramic and cermet coatings with thicknesses up to 100 μm, can still provide a smooth surface even with a roughness of RMS<1μm. Thick TiN based coatings deposited by the LAFAD process, both microlaminated Ti/TiN cermet and monolithic TiN ceramics, can provide an order of magnitude improvement of erosion resistance under conditions of impacts with runway sand particulate flow at the speed up to 1200 fps\textsuperscript{50}. These properties of the LAFAD process make it an attractive alternative to replace conventional plasma PVD processes for a wide range of applications in turbomachinery.

CONCLUSIONS

The unidirectional dual arc LAFAD vapor plasma source has been characterized as a generator of high-density ion current and mass flow with 100% ionized metal vapor and more than 50% ionized gaseous plasma component. The productivity of the LAFAD plasma source is comparable to, or exceeds, the productivity of conventional DCAD sources and magnetron sputtering sources. For example, one LAFAD source can deposit TiN-based coatings on substrates installed on the 0.5 meter diameter rotating turntable of the industrial size batch coating chamber with an average productivity exceeding 5 μm/hr, yet provide a uniform coating thickness distribution a ∼+/-15% over the 12 inches tall deposition area. The efficiency of the LAFAD process is defined by its ability to transport more than half of the total ion current generated by vacuum arc process from the primary DCAS evaporating targets toward substrates to be coated along curvilinear deflecting magnetic field. The LAFAD vapor plasma transport efficiency exceeds more than four times the transport efficiency of the conventional FCAD process and, in many cases, even exceeds the direct cathodic arc deposition process. Cermet
and ceramic coatings of different multielemental multiphase compositions and architectures are featuring near defectless morphology, smooth surface and extremely high adhesion. The operating range of the LAFAD process allows combining it with other PVD processes such as magnetron sputtering and EBPVD, as well as low pressure plasma assistant CVD process, forming hybrid LAFAD plasma assisted surface engineering technologies. Both micro- and nano-laminated ceramic and cermet coatings and nanocomposite coatings deposited by LAFAD process have demonstrated superior functional properties in various applications including wear resistant coatings for cutting and forming tools and medical instruments, erosion resistant coatings for turbomachinery components, high temperature oxidation resistant coatings for SOFC, tribological coatings for gears and bearings operating in extreme conditions. These properties of the LAFAD process make it an attractive alternative to replace conventional plasma PVD processes for a wide range of applications.
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